
Accelerate your SAP cloud migration

Fast-track and simplify the path to becoming a digital enterprise by moving 
your SAP and other ERP systems to AWS with Tech Mahindra

Migrate SAP workloads to AWS and lay the foundation for modernization
Accelerate your SAP transformation by moving your critical workloads to the cloud without altering the application or database layers.

TECH MAHINDRA MIGRATION ACCELERATOR TO CLOUD (MAC)

Execute your SAP cloud strategy with Tech Mahindra
Streamline your path to the cloud by leveraging wide-ranging, integrated solutions from Tech Mahindra and AWS. 

Here’s how our tools and resources solidify your SAP cloud strategy.

Drive SAP innovation with AWS cloud services
Making the most of your SAP migration means creating new value from your SAP workloads. Work with Tech Mahindra 
to tap into the broad and deep set of AWS services to reshape business processes and the overall customer experience.

Begin your SAP cloud journey with Tech Mahindra on AWS
Take a strategic approach to SAP modernization with end-to-end services spanning the entire cloud journey. 

Why trust Tech Mahindra with your SAP migration?

AWS offers over fully-featured cloud services, 
more than any other cloud provider.200

Drive SAP transformation with cloud-based automation
Swiftly embark on the SAP transformation journey and choose the optimal path – SAP EHPx, SAP HANA database, or SAP S/4HANA.

TECH MAHINDRA EPSELON – SAP AUTOMATION PLATFORM

What can you integrate into your SAP landscape? 
IoT   |   AI/ML   |   Data lakes   |   DevOps tooling   |   More…
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Migration assessment and framework 
Identify the best path for migration and validate 
success throughout the process.

Agile-based methodology 
Streamline and accelerate your migration by moving 
applications in sprints.

Factory model migration 
Move SAP workloads via a repeatable, predictable, 
and secure process.

Enterprises find lack of resources or expertise 
as a key challenge to using cloud 78%

Source: Statista, Challenges to enterprise cloud computing usage worldwide in 2019 and 2020, Jan. 21, 2021

Organizations seek a third-party to help with 
security during transformation53%

Source: CIO Dive, A third of companies fail to turn cloud adoption into more effectiveness, Mar. 5, 2020
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What’s preventing SAP modernization?
Moving your SAP workloads to Amazon Web Services (AWS) can help you reduce costs and execute a broader digital 
transformation. However, many companies are unsure how to get started. Let’s explore what’s preventing migration.

Change management  
Gain complete visibility into transformation risk, leverage  
global templates, and perform change impact analysis

Digital journey 
Outline your transformation roadmap 
and migrate to AWS

Running your business
Monitor critical processes, customize your 
system processes, and optimize user licenses

Drive business value  
Harness the value of S/4HANA and AWS 
to drive measurable business outcomes

Complex interdependencies 
SAP workloads are deeply integrated, with many 
interdependencies that must be accounted for 
during migration.

Lack of expertise 
Given the complexity and critical-nature of SAP, 
organizations need a partner that has the experience 
of moving SAP workloads to the cloud.

Application readiness
Not all SAP applications are cloud ready. To pave the 
way for migration, organizations need to assess the 
gaps and mitigate the blockers.

Potential downtime 
SAP workloads are critical, connecting lines of business 
and powering core processes. For some, even minutes of 
downtime could equate to a seven-figure revenue loss.
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